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ABSTRACT
The so-called Graftfast reaction in water and at room temperature (RT) was applied to graft
polyethylene glycol (PEG) at the surface of the microporous zeolitic imidazolate framework ZIF-8
nanoparticles (NPs) using acrylPEG of different chain lengths (480 Da and 5 kDa). In
comparison to non-modified ZIF-8 NPs, both chemical and colloidal stabilities of PEGylated ZIF-8
NPs are significantly enhanced in water. A series of colloidal complex fluids by mixing PEG
grafted ZIF-8 (i. e. PEG-g-ZIF-8) NPs with different amounts of polyvinylalcohol (PVA) was
prepared and characterized by advanced characterization tools such as dynamic light scattering
(DLS) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) thereby showing their long-term colloidal
stability. Finally, dense and supported mixed matrix membranes were cast from PEG-g-ZIF-8/PVA
solutions and have shown high performance in isopropanol (IPA) dehydration by pervaporation.
The permeation flux of the supported MMM (i. e. 0.091 kg/(m2h) is eleven times higher than that of
the pure PVA membrane and these MMMs present a high separation factor (i. e. 7326). These
transport properties are presumably due to the molecular sieving effects induced by ZIF-8 and the
good interfacial properties of the membrane. The computational exploration of the ZIF-8/PVA and
PEG/PVA interfaces provides a microscopic scale explanation for the enhanced compatibility of
PVA with the PEGylated MOF when compared to that for the composite based on the bare ZIF-8 as
a filler.
Keywords: MOFs, polyvinylalcohol, membranes, surface modification, pervaporation.

 INTRODUCTION
Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline hybrid porous materials composed of organic
ligands connected to metal containing subunits.1,2 Most of them exhibit a large and monodisperse
porosity with tunable pore sizes and volumes (typically, 0.2-4 cm3.g-1, SBET300-7000 m2/g, pore
diameter 3-60 Å) often exceeding those of other porous solids. Their structural (crystalline
structure, pore size and shape) and functional tunability relies on the high diversity of organic
2

linkers and inorganic building units that can be combined. Over the past few years, these materials
have sparked a great interest for several applications such as gas storage/separation, catalysis,
sensing, biomedicine etc…1,2 In order to tune their physico-chemical properties, different
strategies3,4 such as post synthetic modification5,6 or solvent assisted ligand exchange7 were
proposed to modify the internal surface of MOFs on metal sites or organic linkers. In contrast, the
functionalization of the outer surface of MOFs particles remains a challenging objective for
numerous nanoscale MOFs while it is of primary importance for their practical use. In biomedicine,
the coupling of MOFs nanoparticles with biocompatible polymers (cyclodextrin, chitosan, heparin,
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)) was first envisaged to enhance their stability in biological
environments and improve the pharmacokinetic profile of drugs.8,9,10,11,12 Despite the success
achieved in these pioneer works, one remaining important issue is related to the low or noncontrolled amount of polymer, the possible partial accommodation of polymer chains in the porosity
of MOFs as well as a lack in the selectivity of the modification process. Since the functional groups
may be large enough to access to the porosity, the functionalization of the bulk surface of MOFs
may take place together with the surface modification of NPs.
Due to their outstanding gas and liquid separation properties, MOFs NPs were also incorporated
as selective porous fillers in polymer matrices to form mixed matrix membranes
(MMMs).13,14,15,16,17 These composite membranes combine the attractive transport and separation
properties of the incorporated NPs with the good processability and mechanical properties of the
polymers. However, whatever the targeted domain of application (biomedicine, separation…), the
MOFs/polymer composites suffer from several limitations mainly related to a low compatibility
between MOFs and polymers.13-16 To cope with these problems, an efficient surface modification of
MOFs is required. In general, the most desirable surface modification of MOFs NPs is a selective
covalent grafting of a thin organic or polymeric layer at their external surface with a good control of
the surface density of functional groups while preserving the crystalline structure and the porosity
of the MOF. Indeed, the stability of polymer grafted particles is significantly higher than that of
3

modified particles with polymer chains physically adsorbed, especially in solution or complex
media. Covalent routes were explored taking profit of specific interactions involving externally
exposed functional sites present at the surface of MOF NPs such as vacant coordination sites or
unsaturated functional groups of the organic linker.18 Terminal phosphate-modified biomolecules
such as cyclodextrins, nucleotides or lipids were covalently attached at the surface of MOFs NPs
through metal-phosphate coordination bonds, leading in some cases to a significant improvement of
the colloidal stability of MOFs NPs.19,20,21,22 Another strategy consists of introducing active
unsaturated or nucleophilic functions in the organic linker that can be coupled to specific functions
of polymers through carbodiimide-mediated amidation or click chemistry. 23,24,25 Furthermore, the
robust “grafting from” polymerization technique was used to grow polymer chains from pretethered
active sites at the MOFs surface.26,27 However, such method involves the reactivity of an initiatorcarrying linker, thereby leading to the inevitable polymer insertion in the MOF porosity. Except the
UV-induced photo-polymerization approach recently reported,28 most modification methods are not
applicable to any MOF structure regardless its surface chemistry. Therefore, there is still an urgent
need to develop a general method without any pre-modification or immobilization of initiators. The
difficulty is related to the surface chemistry of MOFs which is ‘by essence’ complex and
heterogeneous due to the possible presence of organic and inorganic building units at the surface as
well as vacant coordination sites, surface defects and coordinating solvent molecules.29 A
computational approach was thus developed to model MOF surfaces and their interfacial properties
with polymers, in order to deepen our understanding of the key parameters that govern the structural
characteristics of these systems.30,31,32
In this work, we propose a novel and general selective functionalization approach based on the
covalent coupling of PEG at the surface of MOF NPs. This synthesis method called Graftfast® was
previously developed to covalently graft organic polymer films with controlled thickness onto
various surfaces (glass, metal, Teflon, natural plastic, ceramics, NPs…).33,34 In comparison to other
functionalization approaches, Graftfast presents numerous advantages: i) this simple process occurs
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in a single step and is completed in a short delay of time. ii) this is a highly versatile protocol that
can be used to anchor selectively a large number of polymers at the surface of particles, iii) finally,
the reactions take place at RT and in water which makes this process biocompatible, sustainable and
scalable. Here, this grafting strategy was applied to a topical MOF, i.e. the Zeolitic Imidazolate
Framework ZIF-8 (see Figure S1 of SI) which has attracted great attention for a wide range of
applications covering the fields of biomedicine, biocatalysis or separations among others.7,35,36 ZIF8 has a sodalite topology with pore apertures and diameters of ca. 3.4 Å and 11.6 Å. ZIF-8 has been
used to design MMMs for gas separation and pervaporation due to its molecular sieving properties,
low cost and easy fabrication.31,37,38,39 ZIF-8 was perceived as an intrinsically chemically robust
material owing to its hydrophobic nature and strong coordination bond between the metal centers
and the nitrogen atoms of the imidazolate ligands. However, numerous recent studies have clearly
shown that both ZIF-8 crystallites or membranes degrade in aqueous solutions,40 as a result of a
dissolution of ZIF-8 even at RT.41,42,43,44 In addition, a lack of colloidal stability of ZIF-8 NPs in
solvents or polymers has been observed and may lie in the formation of Zn–imidazolate–Zn bonds
between particles during the drying, thus resulting in strong adhesive interparticle forces.31 The
strong agglomeration of ZIF-8 particles and their insufficient affinity toward polymer chains can
lead to a poor dispersion of MOFs fillers in the polymer matrix, thereby creating interphase defects
(macro or nanovoids). Such voids may provide nonselective bypasses through the MMMs that
could reduce the separation efficiency and compromise performance. This is one of the main
limitations for the processing of composites or defect-free membranes.13-16 Such scientific hurdles
motivated us to apply the Graftfast strategy to this MOF. PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs with PEG chains of
two different lengths (480 and 5000 Da) were synthesized and fully characterized by coupling
multiple advanced characterization tools (i. e. PXRD, TGA, N2 porosimetry, DLS, STEMHAADF). Then, we have explored the compatibility between PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs and PVA by
coupling DLS and SAXS experiments. Finally, colloidal solutions of PEG-g-ZIF-8/PVA with PEG
chains of 5 kDa which exhibited a very high stability over time were used to cast dense and
5

supported MMMs with no interfacial defects. These membranes exhibited very good transport
properties for the dehydration of IPA by pervaporation. This can be explained by the higher affinity
that exists between PVA and PEG compared to that for PVA and ZIF-8 as shown by the
microscopic exploration of the interactions using molecular simulations.

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and characterizations of ZIF-8 NPs. ZIF-8 NPs were synthesized at reflux conditions
in MeOH by reacting the 2-methylimidazole ligand with zinc nitrate as previously reported45 (see
experimental details in SI). As compared to the RT synthesis,46 performing the synthesis under
reflux conditions allows the formation of smaller ZIF-8 NPs around 25±6 nm in diameter (vs. 45
nm for the RT synthesis) as observed by SEM and TEM (Figure S1 of SI). ZIF-8 NPs were further
characterized by PXRD, TGA, FTIR and N2 porosimetry (Figures 1 and S2 of SI) thus indicating
the formation of only monodisperse ZIF-8 NPs.
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Figure 1. Characterization of ZIF-8 NPs and PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs with PEG chain lengths of 480 Da and 5 kDa. (a)
PXRD, (b) TGA, (c) Nitrogen adsorption isotherms performed at 77 K. Samples were activated at 120 °C for 20 h prior
to analysis. PEG-g-ZIF-8 isotherms were normalized with the mass of ZIF-8 (thus excluding the PEG mass).

Grafting PEG brushes at the surface of ZIF-8 NPs. The surface modification of ZIF-8 NPs was
performed to enhance their colloidal stability in aqueous solution. PEG was selected owing to its
unlimited solubility in water and large excluded volume.47 Moreover, PEG and PVA are soluble and
swollen in water which is a “good solvent” for both polymers.47 PEG chains of different lengths
(480 Da and 5 kDa) were grafted onto ZIF-8 external surface using a diazonium-induced anchoring
process (DIAP), also called GraftFast®, described by Palacin et al33,34 and recently applied to MIL100(Fe) NPs.48,49 This method involves the chemical reduction in solution of aryldiazonium salt
with vinylic groups (see experimental details in SI). First, the chemical reduction of 4 nitrobenzene
7

diazonium salt by cleavage of dinitrogen gives rise to surface-active 4-nitrobenzene radicals. This
step is followed by the binding of such radicals to the surface of ZIF-8 through carbon-carbon
or/and carbon-metal bonds, as initially reported for other materials.33,34 The propagation of this
reaction, with vinyl functional groups in solution, leads to the formation of an heterogeneous
grafted polyphenylene film composed of a mixture of phenylene and vinylic groups at the surface of
ZIF-8 NPs. In this work, we thus propose to graft chains of Acryl-PEG onto the external surface of
ZIF-8 NPs.

Scheme 1. Simplified scheme representing the supposed grafting mechanism of PEG onto ZIF-8 external surface.

In comparison to previous work reported on MIL-100(Fe) NPs,48,49 the Graftfast procedure was
optimized by using another reducing agent, i.e. ascorbic acid (see experimental details in SI). Here,
iron powder is not involved in the modification process of ZIF-8 NPs, thereby avoiding the possible
presence of iron or iron oxides impurities in PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs. The scheme 1 depicts the
different possible steps of polymer grafting according to the proposed mechanism previously
reported.33,34 1,2) 4-nitrobenzene diazonium salts are reduced and active radical species are formed
followed by their binding to the ZIF-8 surface, giving rise to a grafted nitro-polyphenylene like
layer, 3) the radical species can react with the terminal acryl function of PEG to form macro-radical
8

chains that can react with the nitro-polyphenylene primer layer on ZIF-8 surface, finally 4)
additional PEG radicals can interact with the ZIF-8 outer surface, thereby forming a PEG coating at
the surface of the NPs. A dark red powder was obtained and the so-called PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs were
further characterized by several techniques to determine the content of PEG and evaluate the
crystallinity and porosity of ZIF-8 NPs. The red color suggests that the acryl-PEG moiety is
covalently conjugated with the nitro-polyphenylene thin film on ZIF-8 surface. Figure 1(a) shows
the PXRD of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs with 480 Da and 5 kDa PEG chains. No additional peaks or loss of
crystallinity is observed confirming the stability of ZIF-8 NPs upon the grafting process.
Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were used to evaluate the amount of PEG (wt%) grafted onto
ZIF-8 surface (Figure 1(b)). While ZIF-8 NPs are thermally stable up to 300°C, PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs
present an earlier degradation step around 150 °C which may be imparted to the degradation of
PEG.50,51 For both 480 Da and 5 kDa PEG lengths, the amount of PEG in the composite is
estimated to 10 wt%, according to the residual amount of oxide at T > 500 °C. TEM images of
PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs show spheroidal NPs with a diameter distribution close to 25 nm in agreement
with the pristine non modified ZIF-8 NPs (see Figure S1 of SI).
By assuming ZIF-8 NPs as perfect spheres with smooth surfaces, one can calculate the surface
PEG density ([]), the number of PEG chains per 100 nm2. This value is close to 53 and 5.2 PEG
chains per 100 nm² for 480 Da and 5 kDa PEG lengths, respectively (detailed calculations are
available in SI). The lower PEG density with 5 kDa chains may be imparted by the steric hindrance
of longer chains at the surface of the particles. This surface PEG density was compared to the
theoretical value ([*]) required for full surface PEG coverage, assuming that PEG chains are in the
mushroom conformation regime.52,53 At low surface coverage, PEG chains behave as isolated coils
and present a conformation called the mushroom regime. With increasing the density of PEG
chains, excluded volume interactions between chains take place, thereby forcing PEG chains to
extend from the surface and leading to an increase of the layer thickness. [*] thus corresponds to
the number of unconstrained PEG molecules per 100 nm2. As reported previously,52,53 the []/[*]
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is indicative of how densely the PEG molecules are packed at the surface of NPs: a ratio<1
indicates a low density of PEG molecules with a mushroom configuration while a ratio >2 indicates
a high density of PEG molecules in a dense brush conformation. For both PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 and
PEG480-g-ZIF-8, []/[*]1.2, showing that the PEG molecules are in a low-density brush
conformation as previously reported for PEGylated MIL-88A or MIL-100(Fe)NPs.11,48,49
FT-IR spectra were also recorded (see Figure S2) to further confirm the presence of PEG in the
modified ZIF-8 NPs. Besides structural vibration bands of ZIF-8, IR spectra of both PEG-g-ZIF-8
NPs present two sets of additional peaks: {1725, 1260, 1110, 854 cm-1} and {1525, 1340 cm-1} that
can be attributed respectively to PEG and nitrobenzene as depicted in Table S1. The low intensity
peak at 1728 cm-1 corresponds to the carbonyl group of the ester function of the Acryl-PEG. Such
specific carbonyl peak is clearly attributed to the polymer contribution since no carbonyl groups are
present in the MOF framework. Finally, the selective external surface grafting was assessed by
adsorption of N2 at 77 K (see Figure 1(c)). The BET surface area of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs and pure
ZIF-8 is 1200 m².g-1 and 1700 m2.g-1 respectively. The high BET surface area of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs
indicates that the grafting of ZIF-8 mostly occurs at the external surface of ZIF-8 NPs. The decrease
of the BET area upon PEG modification may be explained by the steric hindrance of the PEG
chains at the surface of ZIF-8 NPs which limits the accessibility of N2 to the microporous cages of
the MOF. The partial accommodation of PEG chains in the porosity of ZIF-8 is not likely to occur,
the pore aperture of ZIF-8 (3.4 Å) being significantly lower than the surface area occupied by one
PEG molecule (i. e. 22.7 and 2.2 nm2 for PEG chains of 5000 and 480 Da respectively, see SI for
details). Moreover, the pore size distribution of both pristine ZIF-8 and PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs is
similar and fully consistent with that reported for ZIF-8 materials (Figure S3 of SI).54 This is in
agreement with the location of PEG chains at the external surface of modified ZIF-8 NPs.

Colloidal stability of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs in water and PVA. In order to investigate the impact of
PEG on the colloidal stability of ZIF-8 NPs, concentrated solutions of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs at 1 g L-1
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were prepared in water since they are prone to mimic the real casting solutions used for the
processing of ZIF-8/PVA MMMs. For pure ZIF-8 NPs, a strong aggregation process took place
since particles with Dh > 1000 nm were detected by DLS (Figure S4). With both lengths of PEG
chains, a significant decrease of the hydrodynamic diameter was observed in comparison to pure
ZIF-8 NPs. Since the particle diameters of PEG480-g-ZIF-8 (i.e. 80 nm) and PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 (i.e.
110 nm) are higher than that of the individual ZIF-8 NPs (Figure S1), it means that the clustering of
PEGylated ZIF-8 NPS in pure water is not completely suppressed. However, PEG-gZIF-8 colloids
present an enhanced stability in water over time (see Figure S5 of SI for details) which is crucial for
the preparation of homogeneous MMMs. These results showed that the PEG surface modification
exerts an efficient shielding effect on the dispersion of ZIF-8 NPs through steric repulsions between
polymer chains. Actually, it is well known that macromolecular brushes are effective in stabilizing
colloidal suspensions.55 Moreover, upon ageing for about 15 days, PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs present an
excellent chemical stability in water, as shown by STEM-HAADF (Figure S6(c) of SI). In contrast,
a significant degradation of non-modified ZIF-8 NPs is revealed by STEM-HAADF, showing the
presence of micrometer-sized particles with a different morphology (Figure S6(a)). Chemical
analyses recorded using a X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer (Figure S6(b)) show that these
particles may correspond to zinc hydroxide. As previously reported, ZIF-8 with the sodalite
topology is one of structural polymorphs obtained by reacting Zn2+ and methylimidazolate building
units in water. ZIF-8 is presumably a kinetic polymorph while non-porous Zn-imidazolate or
Zn(OH)2 are the thermodynamically stable phases.36 This suggests that this degradation
phenomenon proceeds through a redissolution-crystallization mechanism. Such observations are
fully consistent the hydrolysis process of ZIF-8 particles and membranes previously reported.41-43
Such results clearly show the positive impact of the PEG shell in the stability of ZIF-8 NPs in
aqueous solution which is of high interest for the practical use of ZIF-8 NPs in different
applications.
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We then prepared complex fluids by dispersing PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs in PVA for different PEGg-ZIF-8/PVA weight ratio and a PEG-g-ZIF-8 concentration of 1 g.L-1. The assembly process of
PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs and PVA was first studied by DLS (Figure S7). The addition of PVA
significantly improves the dispersion of pure ZIF-8 NPs in solution, as shown by the strong
decrease of the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles. It shows that PVA chains exert also a
shielding effect on the dispersion of ZIF-8 NPs. In contrast, the hydrodynamic diameter of PEG-gZIF-8 particles was almost constant whatever the PVA amount with values around 100-150 nm
from 0 to 70 wt% of PVA and with a maximum at 360 nm for the highest content of PVA (90
wt%). These results show that ZIF-8 NPs are shielded by the PEG molecules that act as the steric
barrier for the incoming polymers. Complementary SAXS experiments were conducted on these
PEG-g-ZIF-8/PVA solutions in order to clarify the contribution of the NPs assembly to the light
scattering. Indeed, DLS can determine the size distribution profile of any kind of particles including
inorganic and polymer NPs. In contrast, the SAXS signal is dominated by the scattering of ZIF-8
NPs due to the high mass of MOF and the signal of PVA or PEG is thus negligible. SAXS is thus
an accurate tool to evaluate the dispersion of NPs in a complex colloidal solution. SAXS
measurements were also performed on diluted colloidal solutions at 0.1 g L-1. Figure 2 shows the
evolution of the gyration radius (RG) for ZIF-8/PVA and PEG-g-ZIF-8/PVA solutions while the
SAXS curves are provided in Figure S8. The colloidal solution of pure ZIF-8 NPs presents a low
stability at 0.1 g.L-1, as previously reported.31 In contrast, the RG value of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs is
almost constant whatever the PVA amount. By increasing the ZIF-8 concentration to 1 g L-1, one
can notice a remarkable colloidal stability of ZIF-8 and PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs in PVA, as shown by a
stable value of RG whatever the PVA content. It is worth noting that the gyration radius of pure
ZIF-8 NPs is significantly higher than that of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs, showing the stabilizing effect of
the PEG shell on the dispersion of ZIF-8 NPs in PVA. More importantly, the compatibility between
PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs and PVA appears more efficient for PEG with longer chain length (i. e. 5
kDa), as indicated by the lower value of RG (i. e. RG = 72 nm for PEG480-g-ZIF-8 NPs and RG = 58
12

nm for PEG5000-g-ZIF-8). Such observation is in full agreement with a previously reported study on
the compatibility of grafted silica particles with poly(methyl methacrylate) matrix.55 The improved
dispersion of particle brushes within the PVA matrix with increasing the degree of polymerization
of grafted PEG chains follows the predicted trend proposed by Leibler.56

Figure 2. Evolution of the gyration radius (measured by SAXS by Guinier fitting at very small scattering angle) for
ZIF-8/PVA solutions at (a) 0.1 g.L-1 and (b) 1 g.L-1 as a function of PVA content. Empty symbols correspond to the
analysis after 24h.

The colloidal stability of these solutions (1 g.L-1) was also evaluated by visual observations over a
long period (see Figure S5). While phase separation starts after 30 h for non-modified ZIF-8 NPs,
PEG-g-ZIF-8/PVA suspensions are much more stable in time. No phase separation was even
observed for PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 whatever the amount of PVA for at least one week. Such exceptional
long-term colloidal stability is the result of a modified interface between ZIF-8 and PVA chains due
to the PEG coating. This is of high interest for the processing of membranes by solvent casting
since the sedimentation of particles during the evaporation of the solvent could be avoided. To
confirm this result, SAXS data of ZIF-8 and PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs were collected after 24 h. Only RG
13

increases to some extent for non-modified ZIF-8 NPs at 0.1 g. L-1. For other particles, the intensity
of the SAXS signal (and thus RG) did not change significantly, thereby showing a good colloidal
stability of these solutions in this time scale (see Figure 2). PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 NPs was finally
selected for the processing of membranes due to its excellent dispersion and colloidal stability in
PVA solutions.

Preparation and optimization of supported PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membranes for the
dehydration of isopropanol (IPA) by pervaporation. IPA is extensively used in semiconductor
and pharmaceutical industries. However, its current production involves an energy-intensive
azeotropic distillation process and it is of high interest to replace it by low-energy demanding
process such as membrane-based dehydration unit.57 PEG-g-ZIF-8/PVA membranes were thus
elaborated for the separation of IPA-H2O mixture by pervaporation. However, as shown by STEMHAADF, composite films of PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA that were cast directly from PEG-g-ZIF-8/PVA
suspensions, consist of aggregates with a diameter of a few hundred nanometers (Figure S9 of SI).
Note that the drying of solutions on the carbon grids can also induce the aggregation of particles.
These preliminary experiments have shown that the dispersion of PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 NPs in PVA
should be optimized for the processing of high performance MMMs. For that purpose, a reticulation
of the MMMs was performed by using glutaraldehyde (GA). It is worth noting that PVA was
extensively studied for pervaporation dehydration due to its strong hydrophilicity, excellent
chemical stability and good film-forming properties.58 However, the high swelling of PVA in
aqueous solutions is detrimental to the water permselectivity of membranes.58,59 Therefore, it was
reported that this swollen effect could be limited by introducing a cross-linking agent such as GA or
by blending the polymer with organic or inorganic fillers.58,59 Here, GA and PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs were
both introduced into the PVA solution to modify the microstructure of PVA based membrane
(interactions between polymer chains and distribution of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs) through a synergism
effect.
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Dense and cross-linked CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membranes with different PEG5000-g-ZIF-8
loadings (5, 10 and 15 wt%) were first prepared by solvent evaporation and by using GA as a crosslinking agent (see Figure 3(b) and S10 of SI). Equivalent dense PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA MMMs were
prepared without GA for comparison (Figure 3(a) and S10). The thickness of the membranes is
close to 40 m. PXRD of CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA MMMs (Figure S11) display the XRD peaks
of ZIF-8 NP, confirming that the crystalline structure of ZIF-8 is preserved upon the processing of
MMMs. Additional XRD peaks are also present on the pattern of MMMs that can be ascribed to
PVA due to its semi-crystalline nature as previously reported.60,61 Cross-sectional SEM images
(Figures S12(e,f)) of cross-linked MMMs show the excellent dispersion of PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 with
the absence of any significant aggregation. In contrast, the agglomeration of PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 is
more pronounced for non-reticulated PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membranes (Figures S12(b-d)), thereby
showing the positive effect of GA on the distribution of the MOF particles. Water contact angles of
the CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA were measured to evaluate the impact of co-reticulation by the MOF
and GA on the hydrophilic properties of PVA. For pure PVA membrane, the value of the contact
angle (70°) is about the same for reticulated and non-reticulated membranes. For MMMs, a
significant increase of the contact angle is observed by increasing the MOF content (see Table S2 of
SI), which is fully consistent with the hydrophobic character of the MOF.
The transport properties of the CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA MMMs were studied for the
separation of the azeotropic IPA/H2O (88:12 w/w) mixture by pervaporation. Equivalent
experiments were performed on the pure PVA or PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membranes for
comparison. Cross-linked MMMs based on non-modified ZIF-8 NPs and PVA (i. e. CL-ZIF8/PVA) were also tested. The separation performance was determined in terms of permeation flux
and the IPA/H2O separation factor. It is worth noting that all pure PVA and composite membranes
exhibit a remarkable separation factor of about 7326 (water content in the permeate of 99.9 wt%).
As shown in Figure 3(d), the permeation flux of both reticulated and non-reticulated MMMs
increased significantly with the increase of the ZIF-8 content in the PVA matrix. However, CL15

PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA MMMs present higher permeation flux than PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA. The best
transport properties are observed for the CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membranes with 15 wt% of
MOF. Its permeation flux is ~4.7 times higher than that of the pure non-reticulated PVA membrane
and ~1.4 times higher than of the PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membrane with the same MOF content.
CL-ZIF-8/PVA MMM was also evaluated for IPA/H2O pervaporation, showing a poor
performance. The permeation flux values measured on analogous CL-ZIF-8/PVA MMMs are not
reproducible and this is fully consistent with a possible degradation of ZIF-8 NPs in the PVA
matrix as previously shown (see Figure S6 of SI). In order to enhance the permeability of these
membranes, supported MMMs were prepared through the deposition of a thin selective layer of CLPEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA (15 wt% MOF) onto a porous polysulfonamide UPM-20 support (see Figure
3(c) and experimental details in SI). As shown by SEM (Figure S13), the thickness of the active
layer is 1.5 ± 0.3 µm. This significant decrease of the membrane thickness impacts clearly the
transport properties of the MMMs. As shown in Figure 3(e), the permeation flux of the supported
CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA (15 wt% MOF) MMM is eleven times higher than that of the pure PVA
membrane and three times higher than dense CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA (15 wt% MOF). It is worth
noting that such supported membranes present a high separation factor value of 7326 (water content
in the permeate of 99.9 wt%), as previously found for dense CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA.
Pervaporation experiments were conducted on the CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA (15 wt% MOF)
membrane for the separation of IPA/H2O (88:12 w/w) mixture during 1 week (see Figure 3(f) and
SI). A small variation of the permeation flux of the membrane from 0.091 to 0.12 kg/(m 2h) was
observed while the water content in the permeate evolved slightly from 99.9 to 98.1 wt.%.These
experiments have clearly shown that the separation performance of CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA (15
wt% MOF) membrane

(i e. permeation flux and selectivity) is stable after continuous PV

experiments for 7 days.
The increase of the permeation flux of the membranes by increasing the amount of ZIF-8 with no
reduction of the selectivity is in agreement with the absence of any interfacial defects. Such voids at
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the origin of nonselective bypasses are generally observed in poorly performing MMMs that are
characterized by a strong aggregation of MOFs NPs.14 In contrast, the co-reticulation of PVA with
both GA and PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 has produced homogeneous and defect free CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF8/PVA membranes with a high performance for pervaporation. The functionalization of the
membrane by GA significantly enhances the dispersion of PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs in the PVA
matrix, as shown by SEM images (Figure S12). The increased permeability should be mainly due to
the highly porous character of ZIF-8 while the high separation factor may result from the combined
effects of the molecular sieving properties of ZIF-8 and the low degree of swelling of the
membrane. ZIF-8 is particularly suitable for the IPA/H2O separation since its pore aperture diameter
of 0.34 nm is between the kinetic diameters of water (0.30 nm) and IPA (0.47 nm). Moreover, as
shown in Table S3, the swelling degree of both CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA and PEG5000-g-ZIF8/PVA membranes is quite low and decreases with the MOF content.

(e)
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Figure 3. (a-c) Photographs of MMMs with 15 wt% of PEG 5000-g-ZIF-8: (a) PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA, (b) CL-PEG5000-gZIF-8/PVA, (c) supported CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA;(d,e) permeation flux of membranes as a function of PEG 5000-gZIF-8 for the pervaporation of the iPrOH (88 wt.%) - water (12 wt.%) mixture at 25°C; (d) comparison of the
membrane flux between CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA and PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membranes; (e) comparison of the
membrane flux between dense and supported CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membranes. (f) Water content in permeate and
permeation flux of CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA (15 wt %) for 7 days. The mean accuracy for the transport parameters was
as follows: ±5% for permeation flux for dense membranes and ±9% for permeation flux for supported membranes.

Finally, the performance of the supported CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membrane was compared to
that of PVA based MMMs previously reported in literature that were studied under similar
conditions for IPA pervaporation dehydration (see Table S4 of SI). However, we need to keep in
mind that such comparison of membranes performance should be taken with caution since the
results are strongly dependent on the experimental conditions and the microstructure of membranes
(thickness). It was observed that the PVA membrane modified by 10 wt% clinoptilolite had the best
transport properties (the highest separation factor of 12848 and permeation flux of 0.222 kg/(m2
h))62 for the pervaporation dehydration of IPA (10 wt% water) compared to all others hybrid
membranes. However, only a dense 10 wt% clinoptilolite/PVA membrane with a 50 µm thickness
was prepared due to the diameter of the clay particles (i. e. 2 µm). This strongly limits the practical
application of such membrane. In contrast, by using PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs, it was possible to design
supported CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA membrane that combines a very high constant separation
factor (7326) for pervaporation of IPA-water (12 wt%) mixture and a permeation flux which is
comparable or even higher than numerous MMMs previously reported. The lower permeation flux
of CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA in comparison to membranes with fillers such as MWNTs-PSS63 or
Clay (clinoptilolite) (10 wt%)62 is presumably due to the higher crystallinity of the PVA matrix as a
result of the cross-linking with PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 (see Figure S11). However, as stated before, the
introduction of PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 in the PVA membrane leads to a remarkable increase of the
permeation flux in comparison to unmodified PVA-based membrane (see Figure 3). It is worth
noting that non modified ZIF-8 NPs were previously combined to PVA for the IPA/H2O separation
by pervaporation.64 However, this study clearly showed that the introduction of ZIF-8 NPs with a
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MOF content as low as 10 wt% led to an increase of the permeability, but at the expense of the
separation factor. This drastic reduction of the selectivity was attributed to the aggregation of ZIF-8
NPs in PVA. Finally, similar pervaporation experiments for the separation of H2O-IPA (12/88 wt%)
mixture at 25 °C were conducted on the commercial membrane PERVAPTM 1201 (SULZER) which
is classically used for IPA dehydration. It was found that PERVAPTM 1201 membrane presented a
permeation flux of 0.016 kg/(m2h) and 99.9 wt% water in the permeate. Therefore, the permeation
flux of this commercial membrane is ~6 times lower than that of the supported CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF8/PVA (15 wt% MOF) membrane. These results confirm the high performance of the CL-PEG5000g-ZIF-8/PVA membrane which is certainly in line with the compatibility between the different
components in play.

Molecular Modeling of ZIF-8/PEG/PVA and ZIF-8/PVA interfacial structures.
The interfacial properties of the ZIF-8/PEG/PVA membranes were further analyzed by
molecular modelling in order to provide a molecular-scale explanation of the good compatibility
between the PEGylated ZIF-8 particles and PVA. To start our analysis, we have considered the ZIF8/PVA interface. The PVA and ZIF-8 atomic density profiles of the corresponding composite are
plotted in Figure S17(a). The atomic density of PVA drops almost linearly in the proximity of the
{011} ZIF-8 surface, the total width of this region is of (9.0 + 0.5) Å. Further away from the MOF,
the atomic density of the polymer oscillates. We refer to these regions as A and B respectively. We
can observe that PVA and ZIF-8 coexist in the entire length of region A. This means that the
polymer adapts very well to the morphology offered by the MOF, the decay of the atomic density of
the polymer being due to steric hindrance and not because of a low MOF/polymer affinity. No
interfacial microvoids are detected at the ZIF-8/PVA interface, and PVA can even penetrate into the
open pores of the ZIF-8 surface. The length of penetration, defined as the total superimposition of
MOF and polymer in the z coordinate, is of (9.0 + 0.4) Å. The main interactions that hold the two
components together come from the -OH groups of the polymer with both the -NH and -OH
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functions in the ZIF-8 surface, with characteristic average distances of 2.8 Å and 2.7 Å respectively,
as shown in the corresponding radial distribution functions plotted in Figures S17(b) and S17(c).
Overall, this microscopic picture shows a much higher MOF/polymer contact surface compared to
that found for the ZIF-8/PIMs cases,30,31 which can account for the better MOF/polymer
compatibility observed here. This scenario is similar to that of other MOF/polymer systems, such as
UiO-66/PEG, UiO-66/PVDF32 and HKUST-1/PVA.65 Here, the high degree of compatibility
between ZIF-8 and PVA is favoured by the high flexibility of the polymer as previously reported.32
Illustrations of the –OH(PVA)-OH(ZIF-8) and –OH (PVA)/-NH (ZIF-8) interactions obtained using
a cluster-based DFT approach are shown in Figures S18(a) and S18(b). These DFT-optimized
geometries are consistent with those obtained from the MD simulations, since they involve
interacting distances that are included in the range of values covered by the peaks present in the
radial distribution functions plots reported in Figure S17. The DFT-calculated binding energies
considering both scenarios are similar, i.e. -30.6 kJ mol-1 and -35.3 kJ mol-1, respectively. This
emphasizes that the strength of interactions between the PVA and both –NH and –OH functions is
very similar and the resulting moderate energy range is compatible with a relatively weak van der
Waals interaction.
We have further analyzed the ZIF-8/PEG/PVA case. Since the PEG chains adopt a brush
conformation, the ZIF-8/PEG/PVA ternary system can reasonably be treated as a binary PEG/PVA
interface. PEG and PVA exhibit characteristic interacting distances of approximately 2.9 Å between
(i) the –OH group of PVA and the oxygen atom of PEG and (ii) the hydrogen atoms that belong to
the chains of both polymers (Figure 4(a) and 4(b)). These favourable interactions between PVA and
PEG provide a driving force towards the mixing of PEG-g-ZIF-8 brushes and PVA. Figure 4 further
illustrates the distribution of PEG and PVA in the composite system. One can clearly observe an
interpenetration of the polymers which supports their high compatibility. This interpenetration is of
(14 ± 2) Å, suggesting a higher contact surface for PEG/PVA than for ZIF-8/PVA where the
interpenetration length was of (9.0 ± 0.4) Å. The penetration of the PEG brush by the PVA matrix is
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expected to facilitate a uniform dispersion of PEGylated particles in the PVA matrix. This
microscopic picture explains the better compatibility that was observed experimentally between
PVA and the PEGylated NPs as compared with PVA and the pristine ZIF-8 NPs.

Figure 4. Illustration of the main interactions between PEG and PVA, (A) –OH (PVA) and O (PEG) and (B) –CH
(PVA) and –CH(PEG). (C) Interpenetration of the polymers at the PEG/PVA interface. The blue and red atoms indicate
the PEG and PVA chains, respectively.

 CONCLUSION
We have reported the surface functionalization of the outer surface of ZIF-8 NPs of 25 nm in
diameter with PEG of two chain lengths (480 Da and 5000 Da) through the Graftfast method. This
protocol has led to a selective and covalent surface modification of ZIF-8 NPs following a rapid
reaction at RT and in water. PEG brushes were grafted onto the surface of ZIF-8 NPs without
significant blocking of the MOF internal porosity and preserving its crystallinity. More importantly,
the PEG shell significantly enhances the chemical stability of ZIF-8 NPs in water. Due to the
efficient shielding of PEG-g-ZIF-8 NPs by the PEG corona, colloidal solutions with a remarkable
stability over time could be prepared and were used to cast defect-free CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA
MMMs with a MOF content of 15 wt%. Finally, supported CL-PEG5000-g-ZIF-8/PVA based
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MMMs were prepared with enhanced transport properties for the dehydration of IPA by
pervaporation. This was mainly attributed to a synergism effect related to the co-reticulation of the
membrane by GA and PEG5000-g-ZIF-8 NPs. The absence of interfacial defects of the membranes
and the high compatibility between PEGylated ZIF-8 NPs and PVA can be explained at the
molecular level by the interpenetration of PVA/PEG polymer chains and the existence of strong
site-site interactions between them, as proved by molecular modelling. Furthermore, the simulations
also suggest a higher contact surface between PVA and PEG chains than that between the PVA
chains and the MOF.
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